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1. It is not about past responsibility only. 
The emissions responsible for climate 
change are mainly due to the current 
behavior of rich citizen, most of which 
are in rich countries



China and India are net CO2 exporter, USA huge importer



Chancel: The 10-50 rule: 10% of the highest polluters 
worldwide are responsible for almost 50% of global emission. 



Bruckner find similar results : High polluters mainly live in rich countries

Source : Bruckner



Eradicating extreme poverty would increase emissions by only 2%



2. The Costs of Climate change are 
going to be felt in the poorer part of the 
world 



Poorer countries tend to be in warmer places



https://www.dropbox.com/s/7fzi7fqos53ieud/Screen
%20Shot%202020-09-
24%20at%202.50.00%20AM.png?dl=0

By, 2050 most of the places that get many hot days 
are in poor countries



Damages of a given hot day depend on income and history



Mortality costs by 2100



Overall costs



3. This makes for thorny political issue: first 
order, in the next many years, the 
problems are going to be in the South 
but the principal margins of action are in 
the North. Have we displayed a great 
capacity to deal with this. 



COVID experience suggests that we are not good at sharing problems



Loss and Damage fund: a breakthrough? 



Des engagements qui n’ont jamais atteints

Source: OCDE



We cannot tackle climate change 
without tackling redistribution across 
countries



No adapation funds means less mitigation

• In the absence of funds for adaptation, becoming richer as 
fast as possible is the only path many countries see to protect 
themselves.

• Energy needs are enormous to face hotter temperatures, so 
developing the energy that is the cheapest today will remain 
a priority

• It has been the official position of India, a key player. 



Countries will need (cheap) energy to adapt to climate change

• From now until 20100, it is
estimated that the middle 
income countries will need
LOTS of energy to adapt to 
climage change

• It will be vital to acccess
energy has quickly and 
cheaply as possible. 



For emerging markets, a clear dilemna



We cannot tackle climate change 
without tackling redistribution within 
countries



• ADD A PHOTO OF AN ANTI CARBON TAX RALLY, full page (I will just talk 
through it)

And they have no interest in listening to them 

Credit: Guillaume Clement, l’Humanite





The world need to commit now to a 
mechanism to raise money for a fund 
(like the l&d fund), exclusively destined 
to low income countries. 

1. Fair (nationally and internationally)

2. Permanent 

3. And ideally provide some incentives 
along the way. 



Step 1: how much money is needed. 

Taking the Carlton et al. estimate of $37 dollars of damage per ton from 
loss of life (most or all of which will be in poor countries) 

Adding up the consumption emissions 
from consumption in US and Europe, we 
get a total of about 14 billion tons per 
year, which amounts to imposing an 
annual mortality cost of 518
billion dollars on poor countries.

(US foreign aid is 56 milliards de dollars). 



• Scenarios to consider : 

– 500 billions dollars a year (CO2 damages due to extra death) 

– 100 billions dollars a year (previous commitments).



Step 2: how to raise it. 

• A number of options have been discussed 

– Fossil fuel extraction levy

– Air passenger /ticket levy

– IMO carbon levy (international shipping)

– Tax on windfall fossil fuel levy 

– Other tax instruments not directly related to GHC emissions.

• Financial transaction tax

• Tax on stock byback.  

• Wealth tax or income tax on richest individuals. 



Two realistic proposal: add to the 15% minimum international income tax

MINIMUM TAX ON CORPORATIONS

• In October 2021, 137 countries and jurisdictions agreed to implement a 
major reform of the international corporate tax system, i.e., a global 
minimum tax of 15% on the profits of large multinational companies.

• Pillar 2 Minimum 15% global tax on large corporation (>750 million in 
turnover). If a german company pays only 10% on its profits paid in 
Singapore, Germany collects the extra 5% on this profit 

EU-TAX OBSERVATORY PROPOSAL OF 2% wealth tax of the 3,000 richest 
people worldwide



How much would increase in corporate tax raise 
(first round estimates, from EU tax observatory)

Pillar 2, multilateral (no 
carve out)

Base: 205 billions euros
Add 3%: 318 billion euros 
Add 5%: 431 billions euros

Pillar 2, EU only
Base 98 billion euros
Add 5%: 184 billion 



An international wealth tax of 2% on the 3,000 richest people in the world 
would raise 214 extra billions (204 excluding Russia)

Source: EU tax 
observatory, report 
of 10-/23/2023



Foreseeable issues

• The OECD itself may not pass. It requires congress approvals in all countries 
and there are some countries (which shall remained un-named...) where it is 
not likely to be feasible. 

– So far no countries has implemented it. 

• In the original proposal, countries that enforce the tax keep it, which gives 
them an incentive to pass it/enforce it.  Here it would be assigned to the fund. 
In effect each country would be collecting taxes on behalf of the common 
good. 

– What if a country is already above 18% or decides to go to 18% for themselves. Do 
they add 3% for the world? 

• There is no explicit connection to GHG emissions. 



Issue 1

• Eu tax observatory shows that this can be done unilaterally by Europe 
(or really any country or group of countries), and to avoid giving an 
unfair advantage to the US (or Chinese) companies, their sales can be 
taxed in Europe

• Obviously, that is a form of tariff, which many economists do not like. 

• But so is the IRA in the US. 



Issue 2: Levying taxes for other people

• This is already the cases with contributions to the IMF, etc which are not 
particularly elective either. 

• There is tremendous amount of public support for a global wealth tax 
on millionaires (Fabre, Douenne, Mattauch, October 2023) [above 67% 
in all countries, out of which about a third should be pooled to go to 
poor countries)



Fabre,  Douenne, M attacuh, 2023



Issue 3: No connection to climate change

• Once we have better accounting of carbon footprint of companies, 
their tax rates can be adjusted to reflect it. 

– Large oil companies can be taxed more. 

– Compagnies that improve their carbon footprint would see their liability reduced. 



Step 3: how to spend it-Governance

• Piketty proposal: it goes to poor countries, as compensations, as a 
function of how much money they have, no question asked 

– Legitimate questions on whether that will help the poor citizens

• Other extreme: the World Bank (or the UN, or whoever), gets it and 
administers it at a fund. It starts making grants or loans

– This is what is currently being proposed for the L&R funds, and it is not popular with 
poor countries. 



My proposal: 3 pillars

• Damages: Social protection & reconstruction

– Automatic transfers to households triggered by climate events. 

– Dercon et al. Advanced funds seems to help a lot 

– Automatic block grants for repairs (national insurance style)

• Energy Access & leapfrogging

– Grants not loans for clean energy  projects

• DIV-style financing for climate related projects (adaptation and mitigation), 
from innovation to scale. 

– Open proposals for stage financing of innovations

– Independent panels to judge proposals. 



Conclusion: There may (still) be a margin 
for action… Now is the time to take it. 


